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ABSTRACT ./ 

The physical world can be augmented with auditory cues 
allowing passive interaction by the user. By combining 
active badges, distributed systems, and wireless headphones, 
the movements of users through their workplace can trigger 
the transmission of auditory cues. These cues can 
summarize information about the activity of colleagues, 
notify the status of email or the start of a meeting, and 
remind of tasks such as retrieving a book at opportune times. 
We are currently experimenting with a prototype audio 
augmented reality system, Audio Aura, at Xerox PARC. The 
goal of this work is to create an aura of auditory information 
that mimics existing background, auditory awareness cues. 
We are prototyping sound designs for Audio Aurain VRML 
--ln 
L.“. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I’ 

For many people in office environments much of the content 
of their jobs (e.g. online documents, calendars, email) is 
contained within computational devices. ,Of particular 
importance is timely information (e.g. the arrival of an email 
message or the activity of a collaborator) that is generally 
accessed from a desktop computer. This reliance on desktop 
computers forces people to focus on a small box in their 
environment instead of allowing them the freedom aud 
richness of the entire physical environment. 

One solution is the design of portable devices that offer 
some connectivity to desktop computers. However, devices 
like laptop computers, PDAs, and pagers require relatively 
heavy-weight interaction. Either users must request 
information such as inquiring if they have new email, or the 
device is difficult to ignore, such as a buzzing pager. :‘ 

We are exploring a different approach to connecting people 
with computational devices that is based on two concepts. 
First, we. leverage the physical environment to trigger the 
delivery of information. As a user moves through the office 
place, entering the coffee room or pausing at a colleague’s 
office, information normally contained in one’s, desktop 
computer is summarized and sent to the receiver. The 
second part of our strategy is to present information via-rich’ 
auditory cues [4] that build on the peripheral auditory cues 
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people constantly process in their normal environment. By 
using physical-world triggers and auditory cues, we are 
creating a light-weight interaction that does not require 
active participation by the user. 

AUGMENTING THE PHYSICAL WORLD 
Our system, Audio Aura (see Figure l), is based on three 
known technologies: active badges, distributed systems and 
digital audio delivered via portable wireless headphones. An 
active badge [6] is a small electronic tag designed to be worti 
by a petion. It rePeatedly emits a unique infrared signal and 
is detected by a low-cost network of IR sensors placed 
around’ a building.’ A location server combines all the 
information culled. from the IR sensors, perhaps augmenting 
it with other information such as online calendars and email 
systems. Audio cues’are triggered by changes in the location 
database and sent to the user’s wireless headphones. 

Using the physical world .‘as the trigger for -ir\formatiou 
delivery has been explored by many researchers [3][5]. Most 
systems have focused on augmenting visual information by 
overlaying a visual image of the environment with additional 
information usually presented as text. The most common 
configuration of these systems is ,a hand-held device that can 
be pointed at objects in-the enyironment. The video image 
with overlays is displayed on the hand held device in a 
relatively smallwindow..These handheld systems require the 
user to actively probe ‘the environment as well as then 
indirectly view a representation of the, environment on the 
video screen., Cur system offers two primary~distinctions. 
First, users do not have to actively probe the environment. 
Their everyday pattern of walking throughout an office 
environment will trigger the delivery of additional 
information. Second, users do not view a representation of 

. the physical world, but continue to interact with the physical 
world that includes additional real-world auditory cues. This 
lack of indirection changes the experience from analyzing 
the physical world to participating in the physical world. 

Providing auditory cues based on people’s motion in the 
physical environment has also been explored by researchem 
and artists, and is currently used for gallery and museum 
tours. The systems that most closely approach ours include 
one described by Bedemen [2], where a linear, usually 
cassette-based audio tour is replaced by a non-linear, sensor- 
based digital audio tour allowing the visitor to choose their 
own path through a museum. 

Several differences between our systems am apparent. First, 
in Bedersen’s system users must carry the-digital audio data 
with them, imposing an-obvious constraint on the range and 
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net ,. 
~IR.Slj!li~Ors ‘I ’ - fi : , _ environments.’ One method we are expl?ring is ,+nbedding 

., . cues ,bto.a running. low-level soundtrack, so&at the user is 
not startled by the sudden impingement of clearly artificial 

! L sourid.,;we.al$o cqmbine sound effects, music, and voice into 
a i&h, i m$ti-layered environment which allows behavioral 
complixity; .For example, because speech tends to carry 
foreg&&d information, it may not be heard unless the user 
Ihikers ti a location for more than a few seconds. 

%omplex matrix bf system behaviors 

Othei inves&ations in& light:we$& interacioi include, 
Hudson, [5] *who depnpnstyated pfg$ding .iconic auditory ; 
summhies of newly arrived email, when a .-user flashes a % : 
colored caidi:while~walkin’g by_,ajsensor. This system still ,a 
required active &ut :from the. @erjand oply explore! one’. 
:s,~ *of au$o in, contrast to ,yr+yg ,y~ agtctitional auditory : 
y,yy-yyyt @$ does 30~ yyelymyjet lout, f ; ; 

Silic@ Audio-“A&a:*&ows tlie <d$ntity of the .user, the 
systim .carY-deli+er @etiopalitid?inforation such as ah’ ’ 
Eumrpary,$ newly arr$ed email ,messages while pouring 
coffee,. in ,thk, break room sc,hea+ig a reminder for a 1 
me+@ that i++ut tp start. ,; _, :, ,-, , 

Variouk artifacts can ,trigger auditory cues; fqr example, 
@mding-nea&’ a bookshelf ?hay. trigger a message about, l~l 
recent acquiiitions. ‘Ihe longer :a user -lingers, the more _, 
.detail s/he receives. I.c I ‘; * I ‘2; I’.., .I 

SOUND DESIGN AND PROTOTYPING’ ’ -I. I+-~’ -‘~.‘-r ’ 
BecBuse;we-intend this system for lightweight ifiteraction, 
the design: of jhe+uditory cues must .avoi$ the-%&m?? , 
paradigm .,I so frequently found in:, ‘c?mputational 

to a-&&-layered sound de&n has been aided by prototyping 
it in VRML 2.0, which allows interaction with 3D graphics 
and audio in Web browsers [l]. 

CURRENT AND FUTURE EFFORTS 
We-~~ve,&yeloped several prototypes of Audio Aura, bo% 
re+-.sy$ems built on-top, of the current: Active Badge system 
and VRI$L,, &presentations ;gf 1 Audio, Aura%. current and 
proposed &ehaviors,.Identity,:and location ,of .the user (are 
primaiy .,system &pytl;. _, Not ; surprisingly,, timing and 
responsiyengss ,of;t&, system are crucial elements. We are 
expIo&g$mpr+4gtheperformance of the,system as well as 
optimizing!. t&e -physical : placement of, the sensors. Our 
expfz.+nc:s with Audi?,,Aura indicate-that some applications 
may rcqul$marking t@ .pr+nce of the auditory nodes of 
inf~rmatio-r!,,(~~d~toN,‘hqfSpots) ,-through ,t.he,, use ,of# light, 
sound,, or some:othgrg ~dflamic effect. For,exqple, a ,small 
light outSide, ‘a’ conference room door may indicate the 
availability of auditory ‘information about that room’s 
schedule. - rl (7 ‘1, ,.’ $1 ,I, ; , *., i_ ,,, -,z 

Aspects of this system that remain to ie ~~xplc&d include 
refining both system granularity and sonic capabilities: 
Currently, we measure users in transit bet&&en rooms. 
Measu&g ~&ibin”$&l&~~ i%bni &d’&easurilig intei’ac’tion 
with ‘ah ,&bj&g in the iooti?& bbth lo&al extensiohs of the’ 
sy~~~.m”~“~~p~~~iti~s~‘W~ a$ &plorin~ the eff&tiveness of 
dike&n{71 G’A, l;Of d~~dii~$s :ysfies, idci&sg ; tieech iid 

no&&&hi ag ‘$11 % t.hk relationship ‘&tween”background 
and ~o$$$$l$$i$l~‘$~&~t&g l.iglit;wki@t inieracti’on, /I _ 
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